Resolution of inflammatory acne vulgaris may involve regulation of CD4+ T-cell responses to Propionibacterium acnes.
Propionibacterium acnes has been strongly implicated in inflammatory acne. However, its role in the disease is unclear. It has been hypothesized that an immune response to P. acnes and/or P. acnes heat shock proteins (HSPs) may play a role in the pathogenesis of inflammatory acne. To compare the cell-mediated immune response to P. acnes and HSPs in acne patients, nonacne controls and individuals with resolved acne. The proliferative response of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from acne patients, resolved acne donors and healthy controls to P. acnes, P. acnes HSP60 and HSP70, and mycobacterial HSPs was assessed by lymphocyte transformation assay (LTA). The proliferative response of purified CD4+ T cells was further analysed by limiting dilution analysis (LDA). Contingency tables (G-test) were used to analyse the proportion of individuals in each group showing a positive proliferative response for LTA or data fitting single-hit kinetics for LDA. Analysis of stimulation of PBMC with P. acnes, P. acnes HSP60 and HSP70 in the LTA showed the proportion of positive responders to be independent of subject group. However, the proportion of acne patients with a positive response to mycobacterial HSPs was significantly higher than those for the other subject groups. Analysis of LDA data showed the proportion of resolved donors with responses to P. acnes fitting the single-hit kinetics model to be significantly lower than those of the other groups. There were no significant differences in responses to other antigens. The significantly lower proportion of resolved donors demonstrating a single-hit kinetics response to P. acnes by LDA may represent negative regulation of the CD4+ T-cell response to P. acnes in these subjects.